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We give a simple linear algebraic proof of the following conjecture of Frankl
and Fu redi [7, 9, 13].
(FranklFu redi Conjecture) If F is a hypergraph on X=[1, 2, 3, ..., n] such that
1|E & F |k \E, F # F, E{F,
then
|F | :
k
i=0 \
n&1
i + .
We generalise a method of Palisse and our proof-technique can be viewed as a
variant of the technique used by Tverberg to prove a result of Graham and Pollak
[10, 11, 14]. Our proof-technique is easily described. First, we derive an identity
satisfied by a hypergraph F using its intersection properties. From this identity, we
obtain a set of homogeneous linear equations. We then show that this defines the
zero subspace of R |F|. Finally, the desired bound on |F| is obtained from the
bound on the number of linearly independent equations. This proof-technique
can also be used to prove a more general theorem (Theorem 2). We conclude
by indicating how this technique can be generalised to uniform hypergraphs by
proving the uniform RayChaudhuriWilson theorem.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let X be the n-element set [1, 2, 3, ..., n] and F a family of subsets of X.
We call F a hypergraph on X. By P(X), we mean the set of all subsets of
X and X(h) denotes the set of h-element subsets of X. When FX(h) we call
F a h-uniform hypergraph.
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In 1948, de Bruijn and Erdo s proved the following theorem [4].
Theorem (N. G. de Bruijn and P. Erdo s, 1948). If F is a hypergraph
on X, such that |E & F |=1 for all distinct pairs E, F # F, E{F, then
|F|n.
This was generalised by Bose in 1949, and later by Ryser and several
others [2, 3, 12].
Theorem (Non-uniform Fisher’s inequality). If F is a hypergraph on X,
such that |E & F |=* for all distinct pairs E, F # F, E{F, where *>0 is a
positive integer, then |F|n.
In his paper Bose introduced a simple linear algebra technique that is
surprisingly powerful and has had far ranging consequences in Design
theory and Combinatorics. Later, it was strengthened by several people
and led to the proof of even more powerful theorems by Frankl, Wilson,
RayChaudhuri and others. First we give some definitions.
Definition. Let S=[*1 , *2 , *3 , ..., *s] be a collection of non-negative
integers such that 0*1<*2< } } } <*s . By an (n, S )-system we mean a
hypergraph F on X, such that for every distinct pair E, F # F, E{F,
|E & F | # S. We denote by m(n, S ), the maximum cardinality of an (n, S )-
system. In a similar fashion, one can define an (n, h, S )-system and
m(n, h, S ) by replacing the phrase ‘‘a hypergraph F on X’’ in the above
definition by ‘‘a h-uniform hypergraph F on X’’.
Theorem (RayChaudhuriWilson, 1975). If S=[*1 , *2 , *3 , ..., *s] is a
collection of non-negative integers such that 0*1<*2< } } } <*s , then
m(n, h, S )\ n|S |+ .
Theorem (FranklWilson, 1981). If S=[*1 , *2 , *3 , ..., *s] is a collec-
tion of non-negative integers such that 0*1<*2< } } } <*s , then
m(n, S ) :
i|S | \
n
i + .
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Frankl and Wilson, using a rank argument weakened the hypothesis in
the uniform RayChaudhuriWilson theorem and proved their celebrated
modular RayChaudhuriWilson theorem [8]. Later, Alon, Babai and
Suzuki using another argument proved the FranklRayChaudhuri
Wilson theorems and their generalisations for other lattices as well. Even
though these are powerful theorems, the proof techniques used by Frankl
Wilson and AlonBabaiSuzuki do not always give the best result. One
such example is the conjecture of Frankl and Fu redi (See Theorem 1
below), which generalises the de BruijnErdo s theorem. For an introduc-
tion to this fascinating part of extremal combinatorics we recommend
highly the book by Babai and Frankl, and the surveys written by Frankl,
and Deza and Frankl [2, 5, 6].
In this paper we give a simple linear algebraic proof of the Frankl and
Fu redi Conjecture.
Theorem 1 (FranklFu redi Conjecture, 1981). If F is an (n, [1, 2, ..., k])-
system, then
|F | :
k
i=0 \
n&1
i + .
There are two families attaining the bound in Theorem 1, namely Fx=
[FX : x # F, 1|F |k+1] and Gx=[FX : x # F, 2|F |k+1] _
[X&[x]], for some x # X.
Frankl and Fu redi verified their conjecture for n2k+2 and for n>
(100k2log(k+1)). In their paper, they omitted their complicated proof
for the case n2k+2, mentioning that Pyber had a simpler proof for
this case [9]. Pyber verified the conjecture for this case and also for
6(k+1)n 15 (k+1)
2 using a new type of permutation method [9]. His
proof is quite involved. In a recent note, Snevily verified the conjecture for
n(k42)(k+1)2, using the AlonBabaiSuzuki technique [1, 13]. He also
proved the conjecture for k=2. For k=1, the above theorem is just the
de BruijnErdo s theorem [4].
We do not characterize the hypergraphs attaining the bound in Theorem
1. This is done in the paper of Frankl and Fu redi for the cases they deal
with [7]. For other related conjectures, see the papers of Frankl and
Fu redi, and Snevily [7, 13].
In 1982, Tverberg gave a simple linear algebraic proof of a result of
Graham and Pollak [10, 14]. In 1993, Palisse gave an elegant proof of
Bose’s theorem, using the ideas of Tverberg [11]. We extend the method
of Palisse to prove the FranklFu redi conjecture. As an indication of how
our proof-technique can be generalised, we give a proof of the following
theorem for non-uniform hypergraphs.
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Theorem 2. Let F be an (n, [*1 , *2 , ..., *s])-system, where S=[*1 ,
*2 , ..., *s] is a collection of non-negative integers such that 0*1<
*2< } } } <*s . Define
fS(x)= ‘
s
i=1
(x&*i),
and write fS(x) as
fS(x)= :
s
i=0
ai \xi + . (1)
Define
C+=[i : 0is, ai>0],
C&=[i : 0is, ai<0],
C0=[i : 0is, ai=0].
Consider the conditions:
(a) fS( |E | )>0 \E # F,
(b) |E |>*ss&1 or ( |E | # [0, 1, 2, ..., s], and fS ( |E| )0) \E # F.
If F satisfies (a) then
|F| :
i # C+
\ni+ .
If F satisfies (b) then
|F| :
i # C+ _ C0
\ni+ .
In the statement of the above theorem, (1) follows, since the polynomials
( xi ), 0is form a basis for the space of polynomials of degree less than
or equal to s. Also, C+ is non-empty since as # C+ .
Finally, we also give a proof of the uniform RayChaudhuriWilson
theorem. In a subsequent work, we will consider other variants of our
proof-technique and extend it to cover not only other intersecting set
systems but also intersecting families in lattices other than the power set
lattice. It will be interesting to extend the methods of this paper to prove
modular versions of intersection theorems.
In Section 2 we prove two lemmas which are needed in the proof of
Theorem 1. Section 3 contains the proof of Theorem 1. In Section 4 we give
the proof of Theorem 2. In Section 5 we give a proof of the uniform
RayChaudhuriWilson theorem.
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2. NOTATION AND TWO LEMMAS
We adopt the following notation in the proof.
/IE={10
if IE,
otherwise.
X(i)=[IX : |I |=i]
We associate with each edge E # F a real variable xE . For any IX, define
LI := :
E # F
/IE xE .
In particular, L<=E # F xE , and if I3 E for every E # F, then LI#0. We
also assume that ( ni )=0 whenever n<i, throughout this paper.
First we prove the following easy lemma. This is needed to prove Lemma
4, which plays an important role in the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 3. For all positive integers a and b,
:
b
i=0
(&1) i \ai+=(&1)b \
a&1
b + . (2)
Proof. When ab, the LHS of (2) is
:
a
i=0
(&1) i \ai+=(1&1)a.
By our assumption that ( ni )=0 whenever n<i, the RHS of (2) also
vanishes. Hence, the lemma is true in this case.
Now assume that b<a. We prove the lemma by induction on b. For
b=0, the above binomial identity is trivial. Assume that the lemma holds
for b&1 in place of b. Then,
:
b
i=0
(&1) i \ai+= :
b&1
i=0
(&1) i \ai ++(&1)b \
a
b+
=(&1)b&1 \a&1b&1++(&1)b \
a
b+
=(&1)b \\ab+&\
a&1
b&1++
=(&1)b \a&1b + .
So (2) is true for all b. This completes the proof. K
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Let F be an (n, [1, 2, ..., k])-system. Substituting |E & F | for a and k for
b in the above lemma, for any pair E, F # F, not necessarily distinct, we
have
:
k
i=0
(&1) i \ |E & F |i +=(&1)k \
|E & F |&1
k + . (3)
If E=F, equation (3) becomes
:
k
i=0
(&1) i \ |E |i +=(&1)k \
|E |&1
k + . (4)
Note that for any pair of distinct edges of F and for any edge E # F of size
less than or equal to k, the right hand sides of (3) and (4) vanish.
The following lemma establishes an identity for (n, [1, 2, ..., k])-systems.
This identity plays a crucial part in our proof.
Lemma 4 (Identity for F ). If F is an (n, [1, 2, ..., k])-system, then
:
k
i=0
(&1) i :
I # X(i)
L2I =(&1)
k :
E # F \
|E |&1
k + x 2E . (5)
Proof. Consider the quadratic form
:
E{F
E, F # F
aE, FxE xF=0, (6)
where aE, F=0 for all E, F # F, E{F. Notice that even though we have
taken commuting real variables xE , we count xExF and xFxE separately.
This device is just to avoid a factor of 2 in the counting that follows.
Now use (3) and the subsequent remark to get
:
E{F
E,F # F
aE, F xE xF= :
E{F
E, F # F \ :
k
i=0
(&1) i \ |E & F |i ++ xE xF .
Since
:
k
i=0
(&1) i \ |E & F |i += :
k
i=0
(&1) i :
I # X(i)
/IE /
I
F ,
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we have
:
E{F
E, F # F
aE, F xE xF= :
E{F
E, F # F \ :
k
i=0
(&1) i :
I # X(i)
/IE /
I
F+ xE xF
= :
E{F
E, F # F
:
k
i=0
(&1) i :
I # X(i)
/IE xE /
I
F xF
= :
k
i=0
(&1) i :
I # X(i)
:
E{F
E, F # F
/IE xE /
I
F xF
= :
k
i=0
(&1) i :
I # X(i) \\ :E # F /
I
E xE+
2
& :
E # F
/IE x
2
E+
= :
k
i=0
(&1) i :
I # X(i) \L
2
I & :
E # F
/IE x
2
E+
= :
k
i=0
(&1) i :
I # X(i)
L2I & :
k
i=0
(&1) i :
I # X(i)
:
E # F
/IE x
2
E
= :
k
i=0
(&1) i :
I # X(i)
L2I & :
E # F \ :
k
i=0
(&1) i :
I # X(i)
/IE+ x2E
= :
k
i=0
(&1) i :
I # X(i)
L2I & :
E # F \ :
k
i=0
(&1) i \ |E |i ++ x2E
= :
k
i=0
(&1) i :
I # X(i)
L2I & :
E # F
(&1)k \ |E |&1k + x2E . K
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Define
Fi :=[F # F : |F |=i]
and
iF :=[I # (X(i)&Fi) : _F # F, I/F]
Note that we have defined Fi and 
iF such that their intersection is empty.
Define
E={LI : |I |=k&2i, i=0, 1, ..., \k2 , I # k&2iF _ Fk&2i= .
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Let V be the linear subspace of the real F-dimensional space of xE’s,
defined by the following system of homogeneous linear equations
LI=0, LI # E. (7)
The number of linearly independent equations in the above system of
homogeneous linear equations defining V is atmost |E|. If we prove that V
is the zero subspace of R |F|, we have
|F||E|,
 :
\k2
i=0 \
n
k&2i+
= :
k
i=0 \
n&1
i + .
Therefore, we are through if we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5. V is the zero subspace of R |F|.
Proof of Lemma 5. Let (x E)E # F be an element of V. Considering LI as
a linear function of (x E)E # F , let L I be the evaluation of LI at the point
(x E)E # F . Since (x E)E # F is a solution of (7) we have from Lemma 4 that
:
(&1)i=(&1)k&1
0ik
(&1) i :
I # X(i)
L 2I =(&1)
k :
E # F \
|E |&1
k + x 2E .
Therefore,
(&1)k&1 \ :
(&1)i=(&1)k&1
0ik
:
I # X(i)
L 2I+=(&1)k \ :E # F \
|E |&1
k + x 2E+ ,
\ :
(&1)i=(&1)k&1
0ik
:
I # X(i)
L 2I+=(&1) \ :E # F \
|E |&1
k + x 2E+ , (8)
:
(&1)i=(&1)k&1
0ik
:
I # X(i)
L 2I + :
E # F \
|E |&1
k + x 2E=0.
Hence,
x E=0 \E # F, |E |>k, (9)
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and
L I=0 \I/X, |I |=i, (&1) i=(&1)k&1. (10)
If there exists no edge E # F such that |E |k, we are done by (9). Sup-
pose that for every edge E # F with |E |k, we have |E | # [ j0, j1 , j2 , ..., js]
and [ j0 , j1 , j2 , ..., js][1, 2, 3, ..., k] where k j0> j1> j2> } } } > js>0.
In order to prove the lemma, it is enough to prove that
x E=0 \E # F, |E | jt , (11)
for t=0, 1, ..., s, since this implies that x E=0, for all E # F.
First, we will prove (11) for t=0. Let E # F be an edge of size j0 . By
definition, LE is the sum of variables xF where F # F and F$E. So in L E ,
the x F ’s corresponding to those edges of F with |F |>k vanish by (9) (if
they exist). Hence, L E=x E . Therefore, we see that
L E=x E , \E # F, |E |= j0 . (12)
If k=1 and j0=1 or (&1) j0=(&1)k, then by (7) we have that x E=0.
For k>1, and (&1) j0=(&1)k&1 by (10) we have that x E=0. So, com-
bining (9) and (12), we have proved that
x E=0 \E # F, |E | j0 . (13)
Let k>1. For t1, assume that we have proved
x E=0 \E # F, |E | jt&1. (14)
Using (14), and reasoning the way we did in the lines preceding (12), we
have
L E=x E , \E # F, |E |= jt . (15)
If (&1) jt=(&1)k, then by (7) we have that x E=0. If (&1)
jt=(&1)k&1
then by (10) we have that x E=0. Therefore, we have proved that
x E=0 \E # F, |E |= jt . (16)
Combining (14) and (16) gives (11) proving that V is the zero subspace
of R |F|. K
In the proof, we can assume that k is the maximum value for which there
exists a pair E, F # F with |E & F |=k. It is seen from the proof that when
the bound is reached, i.e., when |F|=ki=0 (
n&1
i ), the equations (7) are
linearly independent. Also, it is clear from the proof that we have obtained
a slightly stronger bound than the one conjectured by Frankl and Fu redi.
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Let F be an (n, [*1 , *2 , ..., *s])-system. We now prove a hypergraph
identity for F using the techniques of Lemma 4. In the proof of hyper-
graph identity the representation (1) in Section 1 plays the part of
Lemma 3.
Let E, F # F, E{F aE, F xE xF=0 be the quadratic form, where aE, F=0 for
all E, F # F, E{F. We use (1) to get
0= :
E{F
E, F # F
aE, F xE xF= :
E{F
E,F # F \ :
s
i=0
ai \ |E & F |i ++ xE xF .
Since
:
s
i=0
ai \ |E & F |i += :
s
i=0
ai :
I # X(i)
/IE /
I
F ,
we have
:
E{F
E, F # F
aE, F xE xF= :
E{F
E, F # F \ :
s
i=0
ai :
I # X(i)
/IE /
I
F+ xE xF
= :
E{F
E, F # F
:
s
i=0
ai :
I # X(i)
/IE xE /
I
F xF
= :
s
i=0
ai :
I # X(i)
:
E{F
E, F # F
/IE xE /
I
F xF
= :
s
i=0
ai :
I # X(i) \\ :E # F /
I
E xE+
2
& :
E # F
/IE x
2
E+
= :
s
i=0
ai :
I # X(i) \L
2
I & :
E # F
/IE x
2
E+
= :
s
i=0
ai :
I # X(i)
L2I & :
s
i=0
ai :
I # X(i)
:
E # F
/IE x
2
E
= :
s
i=0
ai :
I # X(i)
L2I & :
E # F \ :
s
i=0
ai :
I # X(i)
/IE+ x2E
= :
s
i=0
ai :
I # X(i)
L2I & :
E # F \ :
s
i=0
ai \ |E |i ++ x2E
= :
s
i=0
ai :
I # X(i)
L2I & :
E # F
fS( |E | ) x2E .
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Therefore, we have
:
s
i=0
ai :
I # X(i)
L2I = :
E # F
fS ( |E | ) x2E , (17)
for any F which is an (n, [*1 , *2 , ..., *s])-system.
Case (i). F satisfies (a).
Define
ES={LI : |I | # C+ , I # .i # C+ (
i F _ Fi)= .
Let VS be the linear subspace of the R
|F|, defined by the following
system of homogeneous linear equations
LI=0, LI # ES . (18)
It is enough to prove that VS is the zero subspace of R
|F| in order to prove
the theorem.
Let (x E)E # F be a point in VS . Let L I be the evaluation of LI at the point
(x E)E # F . Since (x E)E # F is a solution of (18), substituting it in (17), we
have
:
i # C&
ai :
I # X(i)
L 2I = :
E # F
fS ( |E | ) x 2E .
Therefore,
(&1) :
i # C&
|ai | :
I # X(i)
L 2I = :
E # F
fS ( |E | ) x 2E ,
where |ai | denotes the modulus of the real number ai . Hence,
:
i # C&
|ai | :
I # X(i)
L 2I + :
E # F
fS ( |E | ) x 2E=0. (19)
Since F satisfies (a), fS ( |E | )>0 for every E # F, and |ai |>0, since
i # C&. This implies that in (19) every term vanishes, in particular x E=0,
for every edge E # F. Hence VS is the zero subspace of R |F|, proving the
theorem in this case.
Case (ii). F satisfies (b).
In this case, define
E$S={LI : |I | # C+ _ C0 , I # .i # C+ _ C0 (
iF _ Fi)= ,
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and let V$S be the linear subspace of the R
|F|, defined by
LI=0, LI # E$S. (20)
Proceeding as in Case (i), we have from (17),
:
i # C&
|ai | :
I # X(i)
L 2I + :
E # F
fS ( |E | ) x 2E=0. (21)
Therefore, by (21)
x E=0 \E # F, |E |>*s , (22)
and
L I=0 \IX, |I | # C&. (23)
Let |E | # [ j0 , j1 , ..., jl]/[0, 1, ..., s] for every edge E # F such that
|E |<*s , where s j0> j1> } } } >jl0. Now, we proceed as in Lemma 5,
by proving that
x E=0 \E # F, |E | jt , (24)
for t=0, 1, ..., l, since this implies that x E=0 for all E # F.
First we prove (24) for t=0. Take an edge E # F of size j0 . In L E , since
|F |>*s for every edge F # F, F{E such that F#E, we have from (22)
L E=x E \E # F, |E |= j0 . (25)
If j0 belongs to C+ _ C0 , then by (20), we have x E=0. If j0 belongs to
C& , then by (23), we have x E=0. Therefore, we have proved that
x E=0 \E # F, |E | j0 . (26)
Let l>0. For t1, assume that we have proved
x E=0 \E # F, |E | jt&1. (27)
Reasoning as before, and using (27) we see that
L E=x E \E # F, |E |= jt , (28)
since for every F#E, F{E, |F | jt&1. If jt belongs to C+ _ C0 , then by
(20), we have x E=0. If jt belongs to C& , then by (23), we have x E=0.
Either way we have
x E=0 \E # F, |E |= jt . (29)
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From (27) and (29), we have (24). In this manner we have (24) for t=l,
proving that V$S is the zero subspace of R
|F| in this case. K
In the proof of Case (ii), notice that if there exists no edge E # F, such
that |E | # C0 , then the bound can be improved to |F|i # C+ (
n
i ). For
example, when F is an (n, [0, 1, ..., s&1])-system, and |E |>s&1 for all
E # F, a slight modification of the proof in Case (ii) of the above proof
shows that |F|( ns). It is easy to see from Lemma 3, that C+=
[k, k&2, ..., k&2i, ...] for an (n, [1, ..., k])-system. Hence, Theorem 1 can
be regarded as a special case of Theorem 2.
5. PROOF OF THE UNIFORM
RAYCHAUDHURIWILSON THEOREM
As in the proof of Theorem 2, we can derive the following identity for
any F which is an (n, h, [*1 , *2 , ..., *s])-system,
:
s
i=0
ai :
I # X(i)
L2I = fS (h) :
E # F
x2E , (30)
where fS (h)>0. We will first prove that for any fixed i subset IX, LI
belongs to the linear span of LJ where J # X(i+1) and 0i<sh. From
this it would be clear that LI , for all I/X, 0|I |<s, belongs to the linear
span of LJ ’s where J # X(s). This fact seems to be well known and our object
in proving this statement is to make our proof self-contained.
It is easy to see that
LI _ J= :
E # F
/I _ JE xE= :
E # F
/IE } /
J
E xE ,
and that if JI, then LI _ J=LI .
For any fixed i subset IX,
:
j # X
LI _ [ j]= :
j # X
:
E # F
/I _ [ j]E xE
= :
j # X
:
E # F
/IE } /
[ j]
E xE
= :
E # F
/IE xE \ :j # X /
[ j]
E += :E # F /
I
E |E | xE
=h \ :E # F /
I
E xE+=h LI . (31)
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Now we develop the LHS of (31) in the following manner.
|I | LI+ :
j # (X&I )
LI _ [ j]=h LI
Therefore,
:
j # (X&I )
LI _ [ j]=(h&i) LI . (32)
This proves that for any i-subset I, LI belongs to the linear span of LJ ’s
where, J # X(i+1). In fact (32) expresses the linear dependence in explicit
terms. Thus, we have proved that LI , for all I/X, 0|I |<s, belongs to
the linear span of LJ ’s where, J # X(s).
We define
ES=[LI : |I |=s, I # sF _ Fs].
If VS is the linear subspace of the R
|F|, defined by the equations
LI=0, LI # ES , (33)
then, we claim that VS is the zero subspace of R
|F|. The proof is simple
because if (x E)E # F is a point in VS , substituting it in (30) we have
:
s
i=0
ai :
I # X(i)
L 2I = fS (h) :
E # F
x 2E . (34)
Now combine (33) and the fact that LI , 0|I |<s belongs to the linear
span of LJ ’s where J # X(s). These imply that all the terms in the LHS of
(34) vanish. But by definition fS(h)>0 and so x E=0 for all E # F. This
proves that VS is the zero subspace of R
|F| , proving the theorem. K
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